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DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) 
are arguably the most important 

lesions induced by ionizing radiation (IR) 
since unrepaired or misrepaired DSBs can 
lead to chromosomal aberrations and cell 
death. The two major pathways to repair 
IR-induced DSBs are non-homologous 
end-joining (NHEJ) and homologous 
recombination (HR). Perhaps surpris-
ingly, NHEJ represents the predominant 
pathway in the G

1
 and G

2
 phases of the 

cell cycle, but HR also contributes and 
repairs a subset of IR-induced DSBs 
in G

2
. Following S-phase-dependent 

genotoxins, HR events give rise to sis-
ter chromatid exchanges (SCEs), which 
can be detected cytogenetically in mito-
sis. Here, we describe that HR occur-
ring in G

2
-irradiated cells also generates 

SCEs in ~50% of HR events. Since HR 
of IR-induced DSBs in G

2
 is a slow pro-

cess, SCE formation in G
2
-irradiated 

cells requires several hours. During this 
time, irradiated S-phase cells can also 
reach mitosis, which has contributed to 
the widely held belief that SCEs form 
only during S phase. We describe pro-
cedures to measure SCEs exclusively in 
G

2
-irradiated cells and provide evidence 

that following IR cells do not need to 
progress through S phase in order to 
form SCEs.

Introduction

Sister chromatid exchange (SCE) is a nat-
ural molecular process exchanging genetic 
material between two identical sister chro-
matids. SCEs were originally discovered 
by McClintock and later rediscovered by 
Taylor et al. using plant cells labeled with 
H3-thymidine.1,2 Technical improve-
ments by Perry and Wolff to differentially 
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stain the sister chromatids using incor-
porated 5'-bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) 
in combination with Hoechst 33258 led 
to a dramatic increase in the number of 
publications dealing with the mechanism 
of SCE formation.3-5 Since SCEs repre-
sent recombinogenic events arising at 
DNA lesions, they became a widely used 
endpoint in studying the mutagenic and 
clastogenic effects of different agents. 
Systematic investigations revealed that 
S-phase-dependent agents are generally 
strong inducers of SCEs, whereas ioniz-
ing radiation (IR), radiomimetic drugs or 
restriction enzymes are weak inducers.6-11 
Therefore, it became a common belief 
in the scientific community that cells 
have to pass through S phase to mani-
fest SCEs after damage induction.12-14 
Although some investigators suggested 
models that involve non-homologous 
end-joining (NHEJ) in the generation of 
SCEs, the prevailing evidence suggests 
that homologous recombination (HR) is 
the underlying mechanism for SCE for-
mation.15-19 As a result of the extensive 
research, the mechanism of formation 
of SCEs arising in cells after treatment 
with S-phase-independent clastogens such 
as IR was critically discussed.8,9,14,16 For 
example, Mühlmann-Diaz and Bedford 
suggested that SCEs induced after γ- or 
X-irradiation might represent “false” SCEs 
that arise from chromosomal aberrations, 
in particular paracentric inversions, pro-
duced in G

0
/G

1
.20 Color-jumps on chro-

matids were also observed in cells that 
were treated with DSB-inducing agents 
in G

2
, but these jumps were attributed 

to a two-lesion exchange process.21 The 
widely held belief that “true” SCEs are not 
formed in G

2
 was further supported by 

work of Wojcik et al. who observed that 
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Rad51 completely abolished the forma-
tion of IR-induced SCEs and lead to an 
increase in the level of unrepaired chro-
matid breaks and gaps (Fig. 2B and C). 
Interestingly, also the spontaneous SCE 
level was reduced in Brca2- and Rad51-
depleted cells suggesting that spontaneous 
SCEs arising during the first or second S 
phase after adding BrdU to the cell cul-
ture medium are also formed by HR. 
Moreover, downregulation of the NHEJ 
core components Ku80 or DNA ligase IV 
did not affect the formation of IR-induced 
SCEs or the baseline SCE level.32 Further 
support for the notion that the observed 
SCEs do not represent “false” SCEs aris-
ing, e.g., from paracentric inversions of 
cells irradiated in G

1
 or early S phase is 

provided by the analysis of the types of 
chromosome aberrations. In the meta-
phase spreads analyzed 6–9 h post IR, 
we only observed chromatid-type aberra-
tions such as gaps and chromatid breaks, 
no chromosome-type aberrations. If cells 
irradiated in G

1
 or early S phase would 

have been able to reach mitosis during the 
repair time of 6–9 h despite the aphidi-
colin block, one would have expected to 
observe also chromosome-type aberra-
tions such as dicentrics, rings or chromo-
some breaks.

Taken together, these findings provide 
strong evidence that the SCEs observed 
are indeed macroscopic endpoints of HR 
events of G

2
-irradiated cells. The level 

of residual chromatid breaks/gaps in 
Brca2-downregulated cells reflects the 
residual number of γH2AX foci at late 
repair times, showing that most of the 
unrepaired DSBs in Brca2-depleted cells 
are cytogenetically visible as chromatid 
breaks/gaps (Fig. 2C). The number of 7 
SCEs induced by 2 Gy supports the notion 
that a substantial fraction (about 50%) of 
the IR-induced DSBs that undergo repair 
by HR in G

2
 give rise to SCEs (compare 7 

IR-induced SCEs with the loss of about 12 
RPA foci in wt cells, Fig. 1C).

Further evidence for “true” SCE for-
mation in G

2
-irradiated cells. Using 

FACS analysis, we showed that HeLa S3 
cells treated with aphidicolin are blocked 
in S phase and cannot progress through 
G

2
 and subsequently reach mitosis  

(Fig. 1A). Therefore, only cells that are 
in G

2
 at the time of irradiation can enter 

at 2 h post IR, followed by a slow decrease 
within the next 6 h with kinetics similar 
to the slow component of DSB repair in 
G

2
. Note that the number of RPA foci in 

irradiated HeLa S3 cells is slightly higher 
than reported for primary human fibro-
blast, possibly reflecting their higher DNA 
content.32 Since the γH2AX and RPA foci 
levels are similar for wt and Brca2-depleted 
cells at 2 h but significantly different at 8 
h post IR, HR is a slow process. Thus, 
the experimental procedure to assess HR 
in G

2
 requires that cells damaged by IR 

remain in G
2
 for at least 6–8 h. This is 

normally warranted since the IR-induced 
G

2
 checkpoint provides additional time 

for repair (see Fig. 1A and reviewed in ref. 
35 and 36).

Taken together, our findings on the 
kinetics of IR-induced HR events sug-
gest that it would be necessary to analyze 
cells at prolonged times post IR (≥6 h) 
in order to detect SCEs that might arise 
in G

2
-irradiated cells. Moreover, since 

S-phase cells can enter G
2
 phase and 

mitosis within 6 h post IR, it is further 
necessary to either use synchronized G

2
 

populations or to prevent S-phase cells 
from entering G

2
 phase and mitosis.

SCEs are induced in G
2
 by IR. We 

used exponentially growing HeLa S3 cells, 
irradiated them with 2 Gy, added aphidi-
colin to the cell culture medium imme-
diately after IR, harvested metaphases 
at 6–9 h after IR and then stained the 
metaphases by standard Giemsa staining 
(for representative images see Fig. 2A). 
Caffeine was added at 6 h after irradia-
tion to abrogate the G

2
 checkpoint and 

to enhance the number of G
2
 cells enter-

ing mitosis. Although caffeine is known 
to affect HR frequencies (reviewed in 
ref. 37) it is important to consider that 
caffeine in our studies was added at later 
times post irradiation and control experi-
ments confirmed that the addition of 
caffeine 6 h post IR does not affect the 
SCE levels (Fig. 2B). Unirradiated HeLa 
S3 cells exhibited approximately 7 SCEs; 
a dose of 2 Gy induced approximately 7 
additional SCEs per cell, corresponding 
to 0.1 additional SCEs per chromosome 
(Fig. 2B). Consistent with the paradigm 
that HR represents the underlying mecha-
nism of SCE formation, downregulation 
of the HR core components Brca2 or 

exponentially growing cell populations do 
not exhibit SCEs above background level 
within the first 4 h post irradiation.22

Here, we present evidence that “true” 
SCEs are formed in G

2
-irradiated cells, by 

a mechanism based on HR. We discuss 
the results of our recent work in the field 
of DNA double-strand break (DSB) repair 
and explain pitfalls in the experimental 
setup that have to be considered when 
measuring SCEs which arise after irradia-
tion in G

2
.

Results

A subset of ionizing radiation induced 
DSBs are slowly repaired by HR in G

2
. 

HR and NHEJ represent the two major 
pathways to repair DSBs.23-25 HR has a 
major role in repairing replication-asso-
ciated lesions by dealing with stalled or 
collapsed replication forks.26-28 In con-
trast, NHEJ represents the predominant 
pathway for repairing IR-induced DSBs 
in the G

1
 and the G

2
 phases of the cell 

cycle.29-31 In G
2
, the majority of DSBs are 

rapidly repaired by NHEJ within the first 
2–3 h but a subset of breaks (~15–20%) is 
repaired by HR with much slower kinet-
ics.32 In order to study HR in G

2
-irradiated 

cells, we analyzed asynchronously grow-
ing HeLa S3 cells and prevented irradiated 
S-phase cells from progressing into G

2
 

during analysis. For this, we added aphidi-
colin to the cell culture medium immedi-
ately after irradiation, which efficiently 
blocks DNA synthesis and arrests S-phase 
cells, preventing them from reaching G

2
 

and mitosis (see Fig. 1A).
Figure 1B shows typical DSB repair 

kinetics for wild-type (wt) and Brca2-
depleted HeLa S3 cells that were irradi-
ated in G

2
 with 2 Gy of X-rays; γH2AX 

foci analysis was utilized as a highly sensi-
tive assay to assess the level of DSBs.33,34 
The Brca2-depleted cells exhibit an ele-
vated level of unrepaired DSBs (33 vs. 23 
γH2AX foci) at prolonged repair times 
(here determined at 8 h), showing that the 
repair of DSBs by HR represents a slow 
process. In G

2
-phase cells we also mea-

sured RPA foci, which form at resected 
DSBs and provide a measure of the 
DSBs at which HR is initiated (Fig. 1C 
and reviewed in ref. 32). The maximum 
number of about 27 RPA foci is formed 
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cells while metaphases collected at 9–12 
h post IR were predominantly positive for 
EdU. Counting SCEs in EdU-negative 
as well as in EdU-positive metaphases 
on the same slide revealed that the SCE 
level of EdU-positive cells (S-phase-
irradiated) is slightly higher than that 
of EdU-negative cells (G

2
-irradiated) 

(Fig. 3B). This suggests that either EdU 
potentiates IR-induced SCEs or that SCE 
formation is more efficient in S than in 
G

2
. Importantly, however, EdU-negative 

irradiation were able to incorporate EdU 
whereas cells in G

2
 were not. If aphidicolin 

was added after EdU labeling, only EdU-
negative metaphases were observed, con-
firming that no S-phase cells progressed 
through G

2
 and into mitosis. In experi-

ments without aphidicolin, we observed 
EdU-negative as well as EdU-positive 
metaphases, indicating that S-phase as 
well as G

2
-phase cells can enter mitosis. 

Metaphases analyzed at 6–9 h post irra-
diation mainly represented EdU-negative 

mitosis. However, to address the possibil-
ity that a few cells might pass from late S 
to G

2
 phase despite the replication block 

and affect the SCE levels in the meta-
phases analyzed, we performed additional 
experiments using EdU as a thymidine 
analogue, which was added at the time 
of irradiation. In these experiments, we 
differentiated S-phase-irradiated from 
G

2
-phase-irradiated cells by their EdU 

signal on metaphase spreads (Fig. 3A). 
Cells that were in S phase at the time of 

Figure 1. (a) Cell cycle analysis of irradiated HeLa S3 cells at different time points after 2 Gy ir. Cells were pulse-labeled with BrdU (10 μM) for 1 h di-
rectly before irradiation to mark all S-phase cells and aphidicolin (3 μg/ml) was added immediately after irradiation. without aphidicolin, S-phase cells 
progressed to G2 and the subsequent G1 phase during repair incubation. if aphidicolin was added, all BrdU-positive cells stayed in S during the entire 
incubation period. the BrdU-negative G2 population, that constitutes the cells of interest, slowly decreased up to 12 h post ir. By adding 1 mM caffeine 
at 6 h, BrdU-negative G2 cells enter mitosis more efficiently without affecting the S-phase block. (B) γH2ax foci analysis of wt and Brca2-depleted HeLa 
S3 cells after 2 Gy ir. the sirNa sequences and concentrations used are reported in reference 32. Only cells irradiated in G2 were analyzed. Note that 
the induction value likely represents an underestimation since significant repair can occur within the first 15 min post ir.39,40 in the first hours post 
ir the repair in wt and Brca2-depleted cells is similar. at 8 h post ir the Brca2-depleted cells exhibit significantly elevated foci level compared to wt 
cells. (C) Single-stranded DNa formation in wt and Brca2-depleted HeLa S3 cells measured by the formation of rPa foci after 2 Gy ir in G2-phase cells. 
Brca2-depleted cells show a constant level of rPa foci between 2 and 8 h post ir whereas wt cells lose rPa foci between 2 and 8 h similar to the loss of 
γH2ax foci, indicating that γH2ax foci at prolonged repair times represent resected DSBs which are repaired by Hr.
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Figure 2. (a) representative images of metaphase spreads after standard fluorescence plus Giemsa (FPG) staining. HeLa S3 cells were grown for  
48 h (about two rounds of replication) in medium containing 10 μM BrdU. Cells were then irradiated with 2 Gy and aphidicolin (3 μg/ml) was added im-
mediately. 1 mM caffeine (to abrogate the G2 checkpoint) and 200 ng/ml colcemid (to arrest cells in mitosis) were added 6 h later and metaphases were 
harvested at 9 h after ir. the mean number of chromosomes in HeLa S3 cells varied between 68 and 72, and all data were normalized to 70 chromo-
somes per cell. Untreated (left parts) and Brca2-sirNa-treated cells are shown (right parts); SCes are marked by white arrows, chromatid breaks/gaps 
by black arrows. the 4 insets show examples of a chromosome with a chromatid break/gap (the two upper insets), an SCe (the lower inset on the left) 
or a chromatid break/gap together with an SCe (the chromosome in the lower inset on the right). (B) SCe analysis of control, Brca2- and rad51-sirNa-
treated HeLa S3 cells. sirNa knock-down of Brca2 and rad51 results in a complete abolishment of ir-induced SCe formation compared to control cells. 
Caffeine added at 6 h post ir does not affect the SCe levels. (C) analysis of chromatid breaks and gaps in control and Brca2-sirNa-treated HeLa S3 
cells. Brca2-downregulated cells exhibit an elevated level of chromatid breaks and gaps compared to control cells. we have also measured chromatid 
breaks and gaps in HeLa S3 cells that were not pre-labeled with BrdU and have obtained similar results. thus, under our experimental conditions, the 
radiosensitizing agent BrdU does not significantly affect the breakage level in G2-irradiated cells.41
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G
2
-irradiated cells show clearly elevated 
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cells, consolidating our contention that 
SCEs arise in G

2
-irradiated cells.
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notion that DSBs induced by IR lead to 
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2
 we used the alkylating agent 
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2
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cells. Consistent with this, 0.5 mM MMS 
causes γH2AX foci in S-phase but not 
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through S phase and not cells treated in 
G

2
 phase would show elevated SCE levels. 

Supporting this is the observation that 
only EdU-positive but not EdU-negative 
metaphases exhibit elevated SCE levels 
(Fig. 3B).

Conclusion

HR is a highly conserved mechanism 
repairing DSBs at stalled or collapsed 
replication forks. In vertebrate cells, HR 
relies on the existence of sister chromatids 
and is, hence, only active in the S and G
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phases of the cell cycle. Perhaps surpris-
ingly, HR plays only a minor role in the 
repair of IR-induced DSBs in G

2
, whereas 

NHEJ is the major repair mechanism.32 
Nevertheless, a subset of IR-induced DSBs 
in G

2
 is repaired by HR with slow kinetics. 

Consistent with this finding, we observed 
that SCEs arise in G

2
-irradiated cells by 

a process dependent on Brca2 and Rad51, 
strongly suggesting that SCEs arising 
in G

2
 are macroscopic endpoints of HR. 

Thus, G
2
-irradiated cells do not need to 

progress through S phase in order to form 
SCEs.

Figure 3 (See opposite page). (a) representative images of DaPi (blue) and edU stained (red) metaphases after 2 Gy ir or 0.5 mM MMS for 0.5 h. HeLa 
S3 cells were grown for 48 h in medium containing 10 μM BrdU and SCes (marked by white arrows) were visualized by DaPi instead of FPG staining; 10 
μM edU was added immediately after irradiation or MMS treatment and served to identify cells in S phase at the time of irradiation or MMS treatment. 
edU-positive cells exhibit a bright, pan-chromosomal staining (red). Caffeine (1 mM) and colcemid (200 ng/ml) were added at 6 or 9 h post treatment 
and metaphases were harvested 3 h later. (B) SCe analysis of cells collected during two different time intervals after 2 Gy ir (6–9 h and 9–12 h) or 
between 9 and 12 h after 0.5 mM MMS. Unirradiated cells were collected between 3–6 h post edU labeling in order to collect edU-positive as well as 
edU-negative metaphases on the same slide. the different experimental procedures are schematically described in the upper part of the part. For the 
SCe analysis after ir (lower left part), cells were either investigated without aphidicolin treatment or aphidicolin (3 μg/ml) was added shortly after edU 
labeling. in experiments without aphidicolin, SCes were scored in edU-negative (G2-irradiated) as well as in edU-positive cells (S-phase-irradiated) on 
the same slide; at 6–9 h, about 72% of the analyzed metaphases were edU negative; at 9–12 h, this proportion decreased to about 25%. in experiments 
using aphidicolin, only edU-negative cells could reach mitosis. edU-negative metaphases exhibit ~7 ir-induced SCes (i.e., a total of ~14 SCes), edU-
positive cells a slightly higher level. For the SCe analysis after MMS (lower right part), aphidicolin was avoided to allow S-phase cells to enter mitosis. 
Metaphases were harvested between 9 and 12 h post MMS treatment. Only edU-positive cells (in S during MMS treatment) exhibit an elevated level of 
SCes; edU-negative metaphases (cells in G2 during MMS treatment) show background SCe levels.
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